1. In what follows p will denote a prime and w will denote a real number.
Let f(m)
be an additive number-theoretic function, SO that f(~~l) = f(v2.) + f(n) if (.E!: 11) f 1. Suppose that f(l)") = f(P) and / f(P) 1 2 1. Obriously f(m) =pTmf(p).
Furthermore put 2 p-If(p) = A,, and ( S p-lf2(p))sh = R,,. It is easy to see that the " central limit theorem of the calculus of probability" can be applied to the present case,6 and this proves our lemma.
3. Lemma 1 is the only " statistical " lemma in the proof.
Using this iemma, the main result will be established by purely number-theoretical methods. LENMA 2,. If m,, teds to co {as G-Z-+ CO) more rapidly than any fixed The proof of thie etatement 1, '9 implicitly contained in the reasoning< of V. Brun on page "1 of his famous memoir " Le crible d'Erasosth&ne et le th6ortime de Goldbach " i and may therefore be omitted.
Let (p(fz) represent a function which tends, as n + co, to 0 in such a w-a-that II@!"") -+ x.
The function no' will be denoted by a, and TV@ by /A. Let cc1 ( )I), cl2 (11): . . be the integers whose prime factors are all less than z,1.
and let $( m : II) be the greatest n, which dirides m. We then have rhe follorring This is a direct consequence of Lemma '2. For consider all those integers s n which are of the form 1' 11, (11) and cuch that 'I' is not divisible by any prime < an. ECdPntly, the integers thus defined are all the integers 5 n for which &(m; 11) = n,(n).
Their number is equal to the number of integers T which are ( n/n, (n) and not diCsible by any prime < a,. The restrictioa Q (71) < /3,, makes n/a< (11) tend to w more rapidly than any power of an and therefore Lemma 2 can be applied (put mh = n/ai (n) and sn = a,). This completes the pro&. and this proves the theorem, since E > 0 is arbitrary.
6. The theorem mentioned in the introduction is obviously a particular case of our main theorem.
It corresponds to the case f(p) = 1. Because of the large number of applications of I it is of special interest. It should be mentioned that the assumption f (pa) = f(p) can be removed ; also ) f(p) ) C= 1 may be replaced by a much weaker condition. This however, would complicate the statement of the main theorem
We may perhaps point out that Lemma 2, (Brun) is the " deepest " part of the proof and that the cc statistical " part is relatively superficial.
However, the statistical considerations seemed to be suggestive and fruitful in'leading to new and perhaps striking results.
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